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The challenge



MARC-XML JSON



Devs

Librarians





–Anonymous INSPIREHEP cataloger

How are we going to edit the content now?



–Anonymous INSPIREHEP developer

JSON is a standard, we can use some ready 
made solution



https://github.com/jdorn/json-editor

https://github.com/jdorn/json-editor


https://github.com/josdejong/jsoneditor

https://github.com/josdejong/jsoneditor




Time to build our own

(with Angular 2)



Wait, what is TypeScript?



Angular 2 is built with TypeScript

Features of ES6 (classes, inheritance, modules,…) + typings

Nice integration in IDEs like VisualStudio Code

Get errors early on, good autocompletion

Easy to work with



Less concepts and easier than Angular 1
Module 
Component 
Metadata 
Template 
Data Binding 
Service 
Directive 
Dependency Injection

First observations



Code can be easily 
organized

HTML template

Logic

Tests

Styling



How to get started with your application



Starter packs

https://github.com/AngularClass/angular2-webpack-starter

https://github.com/angular/angular-cli
Nice defaults out of the box

Opinionated for good or bad

Started with:

Went with:

https://github.com/AngularClass/angular2-webpack-starter
https://github.com/angular/angular-cli


So we started building our app



https://github.com/inspirehep/record-editor/issues/2

First prototype

https://github.com/inspirehep/record-editor/issues/2


Our first road block





How change detection works in 
Angular 2

Source: https://blog.thoughtram.io/angular/2016/02/22/angular-2-
change-detection-explained.html

https://blog.thoughtram.io/angular/2016/02/22/angular-2-change-detection-explained.html
https://blog.thoughtram.io/angular/2016/02/22/angular-2-change-detection-explained.html








The JSON files on INSPIRE can have up to 2000 
authors and 100s of references - 1MB

Change detection made the interface VERY slow



Smarter change detection with Immutable JS





Before

After



What about styling?



https://github.com/valor-software/ng2-bootstrap

https://github.com/angular/material

Bootstrap 3 & 4 components

Material Design components

Official from angular organization

Very popular

Semantic versioning not respected

https://github.com/valor-software/ng2-bootstrap
https://github.com/angular/material


Code quality and deployment





Code quality (tslint)

https://github.com/palantir/tslint

Custom lint rules 

Inline disabling / enabling of rules 

Automatic fixing of formatting & style violations 

Integration with IDEs and build systems (Gulp JS) 

https://github.com/palantir/tslint


Testing



Unit test with Karma + Jasmine



Code coverage with Karma + Istanbul

coveralls.io

http://coveralls.io


End-to-End tests with Protractor

https://github.com/angular/protractor

Protractor runs tests against your application 
running in a real browser, interacting with it as a 
user would.

https://github.com/angular/protractor


Documentation



https://github.com/TypeStrong/typedoc

https://github.com/TypeStrong/typedoc


Automatic deployment to npm and github pages



Done through Travis CI

deploy: 
  provider: npm 
  skip_cleanup: true 
  email: admin@inspirehep.net 
  api_key: 
    secure: ZO0gp0WoyzYY6/UBbwJVIH8Dt0Vay2Dvc 
on: 
    tags: true 
    repo: inveniosoftware-contrib/ng2-json-editor 
    all_branches: true 
    node: '6.9.1' 
after_deploy: 
  - ./deploy-gh-pages.sh

(extract of .travis.yml)



Getting closer to the goal







https://github.com/inveniosoftware-contrib/ng2-json-editor

Thank you

https://github.com/inspirehep/record-editor

https://github.com/inveniosoftware-contrib/ng2-json-editor
https://github.com/inspirehep/record-editor

